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Eating Disorders: Prevalence and Treatment.
Edited by SW Touys and PJV Peumont. (Pp
160; £24 00.) London: Williams & Wilkins,
1985.

An appropriate sub-title of this book might
be Eating Disorders-Sydney Style, as 15 of
the 17 authors work in that city. As with all
work based on symposia (this one was held
at the University of Sydney where 12 of the
contributors are on the faculty) there is a
tendency to repetition, and unevenness of
style, and even occasional inconsistence.
For example two of the four chapters on
bulimia (6 and 8) begin with a list of the
diagnostic criteria for the condition. Simi-
larly two consecutive chapters on obesity (9
and 10) discuss how best to define obesity;
unfortunately they came up with rather
different answers, Truswell preferring the
Quetelet Index (Wt in kg/ht in in2) while
Caterson recommends the Metropolitan
Life Insurance table of Ideal Weight.
While certain of the chapters take the

form of critical reviews, with reference to the
Australian scene where possible, others are
descriptions of specific scientific enquiries.
Of the reviews I particularly enjoyed the two
on the treatment of obesity; one by Kalucy
entitled The significance to behavioural ther-
apies of radical treatments for massive obes-
ity, the other by Ley on The effectiveness of
psychological treatments for obesity.

TREVOR SILVERSTONE

Tumours of the Brain. Edited by Norman M
Bleeben. (Pp 223: DM 180.00.) Heidelberg:
Springer-Verlag, 1985.

This rather expensive volume contains the
thirteen papers presented at the seventh
annual multidisciplinary symposium on

clinical oncology at the Royal College of
Radiologists, held in London in February
1985, to discuss malignant brain tumours.
The product is very readable but there is
wide variation in the depth of the various
contributions, as if the authors themselves
are not quite sure whom they are writing for.
A superficial chapter on classical pathol-

ogy is followed by a discussion of the value
of immunocytochemistry in tumour diagno-
sis when classical histology fails. The imag-
ing section critically explores the correlation
between degree of malignancy and CT scan

appearance, and highlights the very real
danger when relying on the CT scan of miss-
ing benign pathology. The value of magnetic
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impression to the reader. In the review copy,
most of the preface and two pages of the list
of contents are missing. The subjects cov-
ered are so diverse that there can be few indi-
viduals who would contemplate reading the
volume. Many of the individual con-
tributions are well prepared and contain in-
teresting information within the confines of
the 6-8 pages allowed. However, this is not a
volume which will become a reference work
nor does its content reflect the state of neu-
ropharmacology in 1985.

P JENNER

Advanced Intraoperative Technologies in
Neurosurgery. Edited by VA Fasano. (Pp
307; DM 132.00.) Vienna: Springer-Verlag,
1985.

,ubstantiated This is a multiple author book concerning
psy of pineal four technological adjuncts to operative
ine, as it is neurosurgery namely intraoperative ultra-
1y low mor- sound, laser neurosurgery, ultrasonic aspi-
debate com- ration and localised hyperthermia for cere-
more con- bral tumour. The book is divided into four

eal tumours sections but over 200 of the 300 pages are
in combina- devoted to laser neurosurgery. It is probably
g and shunt- directed at practising neurosurgeons and
reserved for includes a few practical and helpful chapters
t continue to by Dr George Dohrmann on ultrasound and

Dr Cerullo on the use of lasers for removal
JD PICKARD of extra-axial tumours of the brain and

spinal cord.
The section on laser neurosurgery is of

variable quality and although it contains
some chapters of practical use to the neu-
rosurgeon, it is weighed down by too much

by LK Kel- undergraduate physics and pseudo-scientific
zi. (Pp 349; "Histological Phenomenology". Some of
Kiado, 1985. the more imaginative uses of the laser are

described including stereotactic excision of
I suspect, gliomas, the use of laser in nerve repair, the

ablished last removal of atheromatous plaques and oblit-
to Professor eration of intracranial aneurysms. The chap-
of his 60th ter on ultrasonic aspiration gives a clear
ny of papers explanation of the mechanics of the instru-
of neuro- ment but will be of little value to anyone

Dd section on who has used the instrument regularly. The
a field to final section on localised hyperthermia for

de a special cerebral tumours introduces the reader who
ent of depre- knows nothing of the subject to this tech-

nique indicating that it is technologically
recommend possible but of dubious value to the patient.
ontributions I am afraid I found this book quite dull
tithout refer- and barely worth a selective cursory glance.
iving a poor RA JOHNSTON
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